
TOURNAMENT 
INFORMATION

Site: Waterloo Tennis Club - Waterloo, ON

Website: www.cooperchallenger.com

Qualifying Draw Begins: Saturday, July 7

Main Draw Begins: Monday, July 9

Main Draw: 32 Singles / 16 Doubles

Surface: Clay / Outdoor

Prize Money: $50,000

Tournament Director:
Helen McArdle, (519) 574-0046
helen@waterloochallenger.com

PRIZE MONEY / POINTS

SINGLES        Prize Money   Ranking Points
Winner! ! $7,315! ! 70
Runner-up ! $3,990! ! 50
Semifinalist! $2,185! ! 32
Quarterfinalist! $1,235! ! 18
Round of 16!    $760! ! 10
Round of 32!    $475! !   1

DOUBLES       Prize Money (per team) 
Winner! ! $2,660!
Runner-up ! $1,425!
Semifinalist!    $760!
Quarterfinalist!    $380!
Round of 16!    $285!
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Singles Semis and Doubles Final
by Pat Craton

Saturday’s singles semifinals and doubles final events featured 
players who had justified their seedings by reaching their 
appointed places in the tournament, with one exception. Chieh-
Yu Hsu, a 20-year-old American had taken out the no. 8 and no. 
3 seeds on her way to the semifinals. The no. 1, 2 and 4 seeds 
along with Chieh and the no.1 and 2 seeds in the doubles were 
all in action as play in the 50K Cooper Challenger presented by 
Victoria Star Motors continued at the Waterloo Tennis Club. 

The first  semifinal of the day 
was the no. 4 seed from 
Canada, Marie-Eve Pelletier  
against Julia Glushko of 
Israel the no. 2 seed. The 
second seed couldn’t have 
had a better start  holding 
easily to love, breaking 
Pelletier just  as easily and 
holding her serve again. In 
the f i r s t th ree games , 
Pelletier won only two 
points prompting her to 
comment “Oh this is going well.”  She held her serve though to 
make it  1-3 but Glushko again had another easy service game. 
Serving at  1-4, Pelletier hit  what  she thought was a forehand 
winner down the line but  the ball was called wide. Pelletier had 
the umpire check the mark but none was found. Both the 
tournament referee and tournament chair were called on court  to 
resolve the issue but  no joy for Pelletier.  Frustrated that the 
‘out’  call stood she won only one more point losing the set 1-6. 

The second set continued along the same lines as the first  with 
Glushko hitting winners at  will from all parts of the court  to all 
parts of her opponent’s court. It  wasn’t  until the score was 0-4 
and Pelletier serving that there was something of a contest. It 
was the first game that  went to deuce, and this one twice, but 
she still lost the game. Serving at 5-0 and for the match, 
Glushko hit  four shots into the net, three of them off her 
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backhand to give Pelletier the game. And then the drama unfolded.

Serving at 1-5, Pelletier opened the game with a double fault, hit the second 
point  out and was down 0-30. She was two points away from losing the match 
but Glushko contributed two backhand errors to bring the score to 30 all. 
Glushko gave herself a match point with a forehand winner but  Pelletier saved it 
with a rally-ending backhand winner down the line to make it  deuce. Glushko 
got another match point  when a ball she hit  dribbled over the net but  on the 
following point another backhand return went wide and it was deuce no. 2.  The 
game ended when Glushko hit  a ball wide off a deep return from Pelletier 
followed by yet another backhand error. It was now 5-2 to Glushko.  Tension, 
hope and excitement filled the air. 

Glushko serving at  5-2 wasted another match point when coming to the net, she put an easy ball out. The audience 
cheered and the frustrated Glushko let go an unfortunate outburst which did her no good as she then double faulted 
the game away. At 5-3, Glushko released her anger on the ball belting the first point  off Pelletier serve for a winner. It 
was the only point she would win in that game as Pelletier started getting to balls which she didn’t  earlier in the 
match. Even drop shots which came off with little effort were now failing to clear the net. Glushko then lost her serve 
easily to make the score 5-5. The mojo was gone.
At 5-5, a combination of luck, perseverance and good play earned Pelletier a hold to go up 6-5, and the crowd 
erupted in support  and excitement. Pelletier then closed out the second set by outplaying Glushko to take the drama-
filled second set 7-5.

Pelletier lost the opening game of the third set  but  unlike previous games, rallies were longer. The second game went 
to three deuces and for most  of that game, Pelletier was the aggressor. In a particularly long and draining rally which 
Pelletier had opportunities to win, she looked tired after losing the point, both mentally and physically. Sensing this, 
Glushko reasserted herself and was able to close out the set  and match 6-1 in the third. Even though Pelletier lost, she 
gave the crowd an exciting match and the appreciative spectators applauded her warmly for her efforts. The final 
score was 6-1, 5-7, 6-1.

Next on court for the second semifinal 
was Sharon Fichman and Chieh-Yu 
Hsu of the USA. Fichman’s game is 
very different from that  of Chieh’s 
previous opponent  as well as less 
generous.  Chieh had trouble finding a 
rhythm made more difficult because 
Fichman mixed up her shots to keep 
Chieh off-balance. Fichman took the 
first set 6-2.

In the second set, neither woman held 
until Fichman did at 3-2 to go up 4-2. 
Not only did Chieh followed Fichman’s 
example but  she also broke to win the 

Marie-Eve Pelletier
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next  two games to level the score at 4-4. “She gets everything back,” was Fichman’s comment  on the situation. Each 
player held serve but  it was Fichman great defense which earned her a break to serve for the match at  6-5. She was 
then able to serve it out for a 6-2, 7-5 win. 

Following an hour’s rest, Fichman took 
to the court with Marie-Eve Pelletier to 
contest the final of the doubles against 
no. 2 seeds Gabriela Dabrowski and 
Shuko Aoyama of Japan, a player who 
hits with two hands off both wings. The 
n o . 1 s e e d s w o n t h e d o u b l e s 
championship title  6-2, 7-5.

The final of the singles event between no. 1 seed Sharon Fichman and no. 2 seed Julia Glushko takes place at  12:30 
p.m at the Waterloo Tennis Club. Admission is free. 

************************

The doubles winners were presented with their trophies by Mike Alkier of 
Victoria Star Motors. They also received Mercedes Benz watches. Helen 
McArdle, Tournament Director presented the trophies to the runners-up.

The contest to guess the number of balls of varying sizes used to fill a Smart car 
was won by Dananthi Arnott  a member of the Waterloo Tennis Club. Dananthi, 
with the help of her daughter Kenzie, came up with the correct answer of 131 
balls. Arnott received two head racquets, a bag, and some free lessons at  the 
Waterloo Tennis Club as her prize. 

Sharon Fichman & Marie-Eve Pelletier
(photo by Andrzej Godlewski)

Shuko Aoyama & Gabriela Dabrowski
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The fifth annual Cooper Challenger presented by Victoria Star Motors tournament takes place July 7 -15 at the 
Waterloo Tennis Club located in Waterloo Park. This is the second year that the prize money for the tournament is at 
the increased $50,000 level.  The first three years of the tournament the event was at the $25,000 level. As last year 
showed, aside from the benefits to the players of a bigger pay day and more points for wins, spectators will be 
treated to a higher standard of play.
 
Action begins with a 32- player qualifying draw tournament on Saturday July 7 at 9 am. This event runs to Monday 
July 9. Included in the qualifying draw are a number of Canadians which includes the local wild card recipient Alison 
Drainie. The last four players of this event will enter into the 32-player main draw. Four Canadians have been granted 
wild cards to the main draw singles. They are  Elisabeth Abanda, Marianne Jodoin, Sonja Molnar and Stephanie 
Wetmore. They will be joined by fellow Canadians Sharon Fichman, Marie-Eve Pelletier, Gabriela Dabrowski and 
Carol Zhao. The doubles event is a 16-pair draw. Last year, Canadian Sharon Fichman captured the singles title and 
Americans Alexandra Mueller and Asia Muhammed won the doubles crown.  Main draw matches begin Monday July 
9 at 10 am. This year’s entry list features participants from fourteen countries. For two players, American Danielle 
Mills and Canadian Carmen Sandor, this will be their fifth time competing in Waterloo as they have participated in the 
event every year since the tournament began in 2008.
 
While the tennis action will be on the Waterloo club courts, it won’t be the only entertainment on offer. The 
tournament will have a kickoff event called the Road To Wimbledon.  This event will be held at Wildcraft restaurant on 
July 7th at 6 pm and will include the draw ceremony and a silent auction of amazing items.  All proceeds from the 
event will benefit the YWCA’s The Power of Being a Girl conference. The Kids Tennis Fair, an event to introduce the 
game to youngsters and also to promote the tournament, will take place Monday July 9 at the Waterloo Public 
Square from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Mini tennis courts will be set up and a fast serve speed cage will be available for 
children to try their hand at the game and to win prizes. Gary Winter, head pro at the Waterloo Tennis club, along with 
a couple of the women pros will be on hand to lead the proceedings. The radio station, 91.5 FM The Beat will also be 
there to help keep bodies and feet moving. The Wildcraft Pro-Am tournament on Wednesday July 11th will see 
twenty amateurs taking turns partnering ten women pros in round-robin play. From 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., the amateurs will 
have the privilege of testing their skills against the pros. The winner will be Tennis Canada’s Tennis Matters. Last year 
$2,000 was raised by the Pro-Am event to benefit this program.
 
There will be a feature match in the evenings for the benefit of the after-work crowd.  On Tuesday, Thursday and 
Friday the matches starts at 5 pm. The quarterfinals of the singles begin at 11 am on Friday; the semifinals on 
Saturday will also start at 11 am, followed by the doubles final. The singles final is on Sunday starting at 12:30 pm. 
Gates will open at 11:00 am. Admission is free to the public for the entire tournament.

Past Champions

Year Champion Finalist Year Champions

2011 Sharon Fichman (CAN) Julia Boserup (USA) 2011 Alexandra Mueller - Asia Muhammed

2010 Julia Cohen (USA) Fatma Al Nabhani (OMA) 2010 Elisabeth Abanda - Katarena Paliivets (CAN)

2009 Johanna Konta (AUS) Heidi El Tabakh (CAN) 2009 Alexandra Mueller - Allie Will (USA)

2008 Alexandra Mueller (USA) Sharon Fichman (CAN) 2009 Akiko and Tomoko Yonemura (JPN)

Singles Doubles
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PLAYERS TO WATCH

Sharon Fichman (CAN) Age: 21                              Ranking: 196
Fichman is returning to defend her title in Waterloo.  She is coming in as the 
top seed this year. Her best result of 2012 was reaching the semifinals of the 
$25K Caserta Challenger in Italy in May.  In 2011, in additon to winning our 
singles event, she also won four doubles events (teaming up with fellow 
Canadian Marie-Eve Pelletier for 3 of these).  Fichman has been a member of 
Canada’s Fed Cup team since 2005 and has a win/loss record of 15/5.  Sharon 
played in the inaugural Challenger event here in Waterloo in 2008 and reached 
the finals.

Julia Glushko (ISR) Age: 22                                     Ranking: 225
Glushko made the finals of two $50K doubles tournaments in 2012.  She has 
played on the Israeli Fed Cup team for four years and has a win/loss record of 
10/11. Over the course of her professional career, Glushko has won four ITF 
titles, two $10K events in Israel and two $25K events in Australia.

Misa Eguchi (JPN) Age: 20                                       Ranking: 250
Eguchi won two ITF Pro Circuit events in 2011, a $10K in Bangkok and a $25K 
in Karuizawa.  Her best result so far in 2012 was reaching the semifinals of the 
$25K Bendigo, Australia event.  She also made the doubles finals of the $50K 
Fukuoka, Japan tournament.

Marie-Eve Pelletier (CAN) Age: 30                          Ranking: 251
Captured her first singles title since 2005 at the $25K El Paso Challenger in 
Texas in June. Collected doubles titles at the $25K Pelham tournament with 
Julie Coin in April and at the $25K Raleigh event with Gabriela Dabrowski in 
May. Was a doubles finalist at the $50K Dothan Challenger in Alabama and at 
the $50K Indian Harbour Beach tournament. Pelletier reached five other 
doubles semifinals in 2012. She is the longest serving member of the current 
Fed Cup Team and has compiled a 25-15 win-loss record.
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PLAYERS TO WATCH

Gabriela Dabrowski (CAN) Age: 20                        Ranking: 371
While Dabrowski is still waiting to capture her first ITF Pro Circuit singles title, 
she has won four doubles titles with fellow Canadians, two with Marie-Eve 
Pelletier and two with Sharon Fichman.  She had her best singles result at the 
end of 2011 when she made the finals of the $50K Tevlin Challenger in 
Toronto.

Carol Zhao (CAN) Age: 17                                        Ranking: 581
Zhao joined the National Training Centre in Montreal in September 2010.  
Zhao is currently ranked 19th in the World Junior Rankings. In the AEGON 
Junior International Roehampton, the junior leadup tournament to Wimbledon 
this year, Zhao lost in the singles final to fellow Canadian Eugenie Bouchard. 
She reached her first quarterfinal at the pro level at the $50,000 Tevlin 
Challenger in 2011 where she upset Valérie Tétreault in the opening round to 
earn her first pro victory.  

Alexandra Mueller (USA) Age: 24                           Ranking: 394
Mueller has played here in Waterloo three of the four years.  Each year she’s 
played she’s won - Singles Champion in 2008, Doubles Champion in 2009 and 
2011.  Over her career Mueller has captured 6 singles and 7 doubles ITF Pro 
Circuit titles.  Mueller first made waves in 2003, when she won the $10,000 ITF 
event in Mont Tremblant, Canada, at age 15, and played on the U.S. Junior 
Fed Cup team. 

Erin Routliffe (CAN) Age: 17                                    Ranking: 832
Earlier this year Routliffe won 3 ITF Junior Events which helped boost her 
junior ranking into the Top 50 for the first time. Routliffe is currently ranked 47th 
in the World Junior Rankings.  She played her first ITF Pro Circuit tournament 
here in Waterloo in 2009 when she was only 14. In 2011, Routliffe had her best 
result on the ITF Pro Circuit by making it to the quarterfinals of the $50K event 
in Saguenay. She has received a main draw wildcard into this year’s Cooper 
Challenger.
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PLAYERS TO WATCH

Elisabeth Abanda (CAN) Age: 18                            Ranking: 951
Abanda had her best result on the ITF Pro Circuit at our 2010 tournament 
where she reached the quarter finals in singles and won the doubles title.  
Abanda’s first singles ITF Pro Circuit match was on the Waterloo Tennis Club 
courts at our 2009 event.  She is currently attending Barry University in Florida. 
Abanda has received a wildcard into the main draw.

Sonja Molnar (CAN) Age: 22                                  Ranking: 1214
Attending the University of Iowa and competed at No. 1 position... unanimous 
first team All-Big Ten selection ... selected as the team's Most Valuable 
Player... became the third player in program history to earn all-conference 
honours four times... finished the season ranked No. 66 nationally and No. 4 in 
the Central Region by the ITA. Sonja’s hometown is Guelph, Ontario and was 
coached by local pro, Harry Greenan.  Molnar has received a wild card into the 
main draw of this year’s tournament.

Marianne Jodoin (CAN) Age: 19                            Ranking: 1022
Jodoin is in her Sophomore year at Fresno State. She was named the Western 
Athletic Conference Player of the Year for the second consecutive year in 
2012. Jodoin has competed at No. 1 singles and doubles and posted a 19-5 
win-loss record this season. As a junior she was ranked in the top 75 in the 
world.  This will be Jodoin’s fourth time competing at this Waterloo Challenger 
event. Jodoin has received a wildcard into the main draw.
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PLAYERS TO WATCH

Sandra Dynka (CAN) Age: 22                          
Dynka is a Kitchener native.  She received a wild card into the qualifying 
tournament last year. Sandra is currently attending Texas Tech and has played 
at No. 1 in both singles and doubles.

Stephanie Wetmore (CAN) Age: 24                          
Wetmore attended UCLA and was part of its winning NCAA championship 
team. After graduating with a degree in sociology, she attended Georgetown 
University to study for a master’s degree in sports management.  While there 
she played No. 1 singles and doubles and won three tournaments.  Wetmore is 
from Mississauga and has received a wildcard into the main draw.

Alison Drainie (CAN) Age: 20                        
Drainie has been the No.1 player in both singles and doubles for the University  
of Waterloo varsity for the past two years.  A former competitive junior player 
she was ranked in the top 20 in Ontario in the U16.  The Toronto native is 
majoring in Urban Planning. Drainie has received the tournament’s wildcard 
into the qualifying tournament.
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